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ABSTRACT
The hysteretic loss associated with cyclic shear in the elastomeric shear layer is
one of the prevailing concerns for the development of a low rolling loss non-pneumatic
wheel. We propose to eliminate the hysteretic losses associated with the elastomeric
shear layer and thus, reduce the corresponding rolling resistance by using linear elastic
materials which are inherently non-hysteretic. Since the shear modulus of a viscoelastic
shear layer is less than that of an elastic material by several orders of magnitude, the
challenge to achieve a low effective shear modulus shear layer with linear elastic
materials directs towards the development of a new class of materials known as
metamaterials. These are engineered materials with exceptional qualities usually not
encountered in nature and there is a need to determine their properties for any given
application.
This thesis presents work on the material and geometric requirements
determination of a low rolling loss non-pneumatic wheel shear beam (shear beam is an
integrated structure composed of a shear layer and inner and outer inextensible
membranes) through a systematic optimization approach. Six different configurations of
the non-pneumatic wheel are explored. Each design configuration is a unique
combination of the type of linear elastic material model used for the shear layer and the
material used for the outer and inner inextensible membranes. In each case, the choice of
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an appropriate geometric and material property of the shear beam is treated as a singleobjective constrained optimization problem. The goal is to target a sufficiently large
strain to guarantee enough deformation in the shear layer while constraints on the average
and maximum contact pressure are satisfied. The study identifies the driving design
variables from a statistical analysis and proposes a relation between them to meet the
functional requirement of a low rolling-loss non-pneumatic wheel. The resulting
constitutive metamaterial properties of the shear layer can be used as prescribed
constitutive properties to tailor the periodic structure of a material by means of the
topology optimization.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

MOTIVATION FOR LOW ROLLING RESISTANCE
Extensive research has been conducted over the last decade to improve fuel

economy in passenger and heavy truck applications to manage energy dependence and
climate change problems [1][2][3][4][5][6]. The fuel economy of a vehicle powered by
an internal combustion engine depends on its engine and drive train efficiency, tire
rolling resistance, load, driving conditions, driving style, aerodynamics and the energy
used by the accessories [2][7]. Depending on urban or highway driving conditions, only
about twelve to twenty percent of the energy generated by the engine of a midsize
passenger car is ultimately available at the axle for vehicle traction [2]. The tire rolling
resistance, which is the force required at the axle to make the tire roll in the direction of
motion, uses one-third of this mechanical energy and the rest is lost due to braking and
aerodynamic drag resistance [2]. Though rolling resistance consumes only four to seven
percent of the total energy originating by combustion, a small reduction in that resistance
results in an improved fuel economy. Statistics show that a ten percent reduction in
rolling resistance will lead to a one to two percent increase in fuel economy, assuming all
other influencing factors constant [2]. Thus, the primary objective of the current research
is to minimize the tire rolling resistance.
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The rolling resistance of a tire is influenced by numerous factors such as tire
dimension, construction type, material, load, inflation pressure, wheel alignment, steering
and torque input, vehicle operating speed, ambient temperature, roadway surface type,
and texture [2]. The rolling loss (PRR) of a tire is a consequence of the losses in the
contact area between the tire and the roadway due to friction and micro-slips (PFriction), the
aerodynamic losses (windage losses) due to the relative movement between the tire and
the surrounding air (Pwindage), and the hysteretic losses due to the cyclic loading of the
elastomeric tire material (PHysteresis) [7]. An illustration of these losses is provided in
Figure 1.1, in which the rolling resistance force (FRR) applied at the centre of the wheel to
maintain steady state motion is given by PRR/v, where v is the speed. Since the
aerodynamic and the frictional losses are negligible, a reduction of the hysteretic losses
associated with the elastomeric material will essentially reduce rolling resistance [7].
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Figure 1.1: Contributing factors of rolling loss

Hysteresis is a characteristic of the viscoelastic material in which a portion of the
stored strain energy is recovered during unloading while the rest is converted to heat. As
a loaded tire rotates into and out of contact with the roadway, experiencing repeated
cycles of deformation and recovery, it dissipates the associated hysteretic loss as heat. A
typical stress-strain curve for a viscoelastic material subjected to cyclic loading is shown
in Figure 1.2 (left) and the area of the shaded region represents the magnitude of the
hysteretic loss. Conventionally, elastomers are preferred in tires due to their highly
compliant nature exhibiting high strains at low stress levels. This compliance is essential
for passenger comfort and to maintain structural integrity of the tire at high cycles of
fatigue. However, elastomers demonstrate hysteretic loss due to their viscoelastic nature.
Motivated by the challenge presented by the existing viscoelastic tire material and the
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need to improve the fuel economy, this research explores an alternate material that can
reduce rolling resistance.

Figure 1.2: Stress-strain curve of a viscoelastic material with hysteretic loss (left) [7] and
linear elastic material without hysteretic loss (right)

1.2

MOTIVATION FOR METAMATERIALS REQUIREMENT DETERMINATION
A novel non-pneumatic wheel proposed in [8] is considered for the current

research conducted at the Clemson Engineering Design Applications and Research
(CEDAR) lab. This structure consists of a ring known as shear beam comprised of an
elastomeric shear layer sandwiched between two inextensible membranes as shown in
Figure 1.3. The shear beam is connected to the hub by slender spokes. Note that the shear
layer is an integral part of the shear beam. The current embodiment of the non-pneumatic
wheel is presented in Figure 1.4. As per [8], the hysteretic loss associated with cyclic
shear in the shear layer is one of the prevailing concerns for the development of a low
rolling loss non-pneumatic wheel.
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Figure 1.3: Non-pneumatic wheel [8]

Figure 1.4: Present embodiment of the non-pneumatic wheel [9]

In the current framework, we propose to eliminate the hysteretic losses associated
with the shear layer by using linear elastic materials which are inherently non-hysteretic
as illustrated in Figure 1.2 (right). However, the shear modulus of the viscoelastic shear
layer ranges between 3 MPa and 20 MPa [10], which is of several orders magnitude less
than that of a linear elastic material such as aluminum, titanium, or steel. The challenge to
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achieve a low effective shear modulus shear layer with linear elastic materials directs
towards the development of a new class of materials known as metamaterials. These are
engineered materials with exceptional qualities usually not encountered in nature [11]
and there is a need to determine their properties for any given application. In this thesis,
the metamaterial requirement determination of the low rolling loss non-pneumatic wheel
shear layer is considered.

1.3

LITERATURE REVIEW
Non-pneumatic wheels have been investigated for the past couple of years in

order to improve their performance characteristics. The work presented in
[12][13][14][15] focused largely on the spoke dynamics of a non-pneumatic wheel to
reduce the vibrations and the acoustic noise during high speed rolling. In [16], a nonlinear
ride quality model was developed to aid the design parameter selection of a nonpneumatic wheel. The use of metallic shear band and its influence on the contact pressure
peaks of a lunar non-pneumatic wheel was investigated in [17]. A similar study focusing
on the tire-sand interaction [18] was published recently. One of the latest contributions
includes the pattern design of a non-pneumatic wheel for stiffness using topology
optimization [19]. Although there are some significant contributions towards the
development of a non-pneumatic wheel, a systematic research related to its material and
geometric properties aimed towards reducing the rolling resistance is absent in the
literature. Also, optimization, an indispensible part of an engineering design process, is
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not applied to its full potential in addressing the design challenges associated with the
development of a low rolling loss non-pneumatic wheel.
This thesis presents work on the requirements determination of a novel nonpneumatic wheel shear beam through a systematic optimization approach. Six different
configurations of the non-pneumatic wheel are explored. In each case, the choice of an
appropriate geometric and material property of the shear beam is treated as a singleobjective constrained optimization problem. The resulting constitutive metamaterial
properties of the shear layer can be used as prescribed constitutive properties to tailor the
periodic structure of a material by means of a method such as the inverse homogenization
technique [11, 20].

1.4

THESIS ORGANIZATION
The thesis is organized into eight chapters. The optimization problem formulation

and the solution approach are presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the finite element
model of the non-pneumatic wheel is described. Also, the mesh convergence study
performed to reduce finite element simulation runtime is discussed in the same chapter.
Chapter 4 deals with the metamodel development, while the effects analysis performed to
indentify driving design variables is described in Chapter 5. The optimization setup using
metamodels and the corresponding optimization results are presented in Chapter 6. The
finite element validation of the results obtained from the optimization is discussed in
Chapter 7. The research contributions and the areas of future work are summarized in
Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
APPROACH
2.1

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
A non-pneumatic wheel shear beam consists of a shear layer, inner inextensible

membrane (iiem) and an outer inextensible membrane (oiem). The shear beam is
constructed such that the ratio of inextensible membrane tensile modulus to the shear
layer shear modulus is at least 1000:1 [10]. Hence, the shear beam deforms entirely in
shear when loaded as opposed to the classical beam theory assumption that all beams
have infinite shear modulus and they deform by bending [8]. The shear beam is
connected to the rigid hub through elastic spokes which buckle under compression and
support only tension. For a detailed insight into the mechanics of the non-pneumatic
wheel used in this work, the reader is referred to [8].
It should be noted that compliant elastomers, such as polyurethane is currently
used for the shear layer [10]. As discussed earlier, the underlying principle of this
research is to reduce the rolling loss of the non-pneumatic wheel by introducing linear
elastic material in the shear layer. One of the key requirements is to mimic the
compliance of this elastic shear layer to that of an elastomeric shear layer. Since the main
mode of deformation in the shear layer is shear, the compliance requirement is addressed
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by formulating the optimization problem with an objective to target a ten percent shear
strain in the elastic shear layer, which is equivalent to that of the elastomeric shear layer.
In addition to the compliant requirement of the elastic shear layer subsystem, the
functional requirement of the non-pneumatic wheel as a whole is to have a low contact
pressure. This is essential for passenger comfort and to avoid high-speed dynamic
loadings that may damage the non-pneumatic wheel or other parts of the vehicle [17].
Thus, this requirement is formulated as a design constraint in the optimization problem.
The upper and lower bounds on the average contact pressure are 0.4136 MPa and 0.2068
MPa respectively. However, the possibility of obtaining contact pressure peaks cannot be
ruled out and such designs do not exhibit uniform contact pressure distribution along the
contact patch resulting in substandard passenger comfort and likelihood of high-speed
dynamic loading. To avoid such a scenario, another constraint is introduced. It is defined
by an upper bound of 0.4481 MPa on the maximum contact pressure.
Apart from the contact pressure requirements, a non-pneumatic wheel has to
support a fraction of the total weight of the vehicle. Assuming that the wheel is designed
for a sedan weighing 12,000 N, the static load bearing requirement of the non-pneumatic
wheel is 3,000 N.
The geometric and material properties of the shear beam along with those of the
tread, spokes and the hub play a key role on the structural response of the non-pneumatic
wheel. However, since the focus is to optimize the shear beam, the material properties
and dimensions of the spokes, tread and hub are held constant throughout this study. The
material properties used for the spokes and the tread are shown in Table 2.1. The hub
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diameter and spoke length are 217.5 mm and 125.0 mm respectively, resulting in a basic
framework of the wheel at 467.5 mm diameter as shown in Figure 2.1. The iiem, shear
layer, oiem and the tread are built on top of this basic framework. A set of twenty spokes
are used to link the shear beam and the rigid hub. A magnified view of the wheel section
in Figure 2.1 provides thickness information of the tread and the spoke, which are 2 mm
and 2.5 mm respectively. The width of the wheel is 200.0 mm and it is measured
perpendicular to the plane of paper. The thickness of the iiem, oiem and the shear layer
are treated as geometric design variables.

Table 2.1: Spokes and tread material properties
Part

Material model

Properties

Linear isotropic elastic
E = 36 MPa; ν = 0.33

Spokes
(No compression)
Tread

Neo-Hookean hyperelastic
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C10 = 0.75; D1 = 0

Figure 2.1: Non-pneumatic wheel dimensions and geometric design variables

The structural analysis of the non-pneumatic wheel is simplified and considered
as a plane stress problem. The rolling loss of the non-pneumatic wheel is reduced by
introducing linear elastic material in the shear layer. There are several cases of linear
elasticity. The simplest case of linear elasticity is the isotropic case and the stress-strain
relation for the plane stress condition is given by Equation 2.1 [21]. The elastic properties
are completely defined by the Young’s modulus, E and the Poisson’s ratio, ν. The shear
modulus, G is expressed in terms of E and ν by Equation 2.2. Another case of linear
elasticity is the orthotropic case. Under plane stress conditions, only E11, E22, ν12 and G12
are required to define an orthotropic material. In this case, the stress-strain relation of the
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in-plane components of stress and strain is given by Equation 2.3. The Poisson’s ratio, ν21
is implicitly calculated using Equation 2.4. The material stability criterion for isotropic
elastic material and orthotropic elastic material is given in Table 2.2 [21]. It is evident
that the number of independent material parameters to define linear isotropic elastic
material and linear orthotropic elastic material under plane stress condition is two and
four respectively. These independent material parameters are treated as design variables
associated with the shear layer in the optimization problem.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)
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Table 2.2: Material stability criterion [21]
Material model

Stability criterion

Isotropic elastic

E > 0, G > 0, -1< ν < 0.5
and

Orthotropic elastic

The design space is explored with aluminum alloy (7075-T6), titanium alloy (Ti6Al-4V) and high strength steel (ANSI 4340) for the iiem and oiem. These materials are
some of the widely used metals in industrial applications and their properties are shown
in Table 2.3 [22]. The diversity in their properties facilitates design exploration of the
non-pneumatic wheel with varied bending stiffness of the inextensible membranes.

Table 2.3: Materials for oiem and iiem [22]
Material

E in GPa

ν

Aluminum alloy (7075-T6)

72

0.33

Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V)

100

0.36

High strength steel (ANSI 4340)

210

0.29

Six design configurations of the non-pneumatic wheel are subjected to
optimization. Each design configuration is a unique combination of the type of linear
elastic material model used for the shear layer and the material used for the outer and
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inner inextensible membranes. The six design configurations are presented in Table 2.4
below. The oiem and iiem material properties could have been treated as discrete design
variables to reduce the number of design configurations to two. However, the need to
understand the effects of these design variables on the structural response of the novel
non-pneumatic wheel, and the inherent problems associated with the metamodel
development with combined continuous and discrete variables, directed this research
towards the exploration of six design configurations.

Table 2.4: Design configurations of the non-pneumatic wheel
Design configuration

Shear layer material model

oiem and iiem material

1

Isotropic elastic

Aluminum alloy

2

Isotropic elastic

Titanium alloy

3

Isotropic elastic

High Strength steel

4

Orthotropic elastic

Aluminum alloy

5

Orthotropic elastic

Titanium alloy

6

Orthotropic elastic

High Strength steel

In summary, the single-objective constrained optimization problem formulation
for design configurations one to three, in which the shear layer is modeled as linear
isotropic elastic material is given below.
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Objective:

Minimize (targetStrainSL – maxStrainSL)2

Constraints:

a. 0.2068 MPa ≤ avgCP ≤ 0.4136 MPa
b. maxCP ≤ 0.4481 MPa

a. 0.06 MPa ≤ slE ≤ 59.6 MPa

Design variables:

b. -0.99 ≤ slNu ≤ 0.49
c. 4.0 mm ≤ slThk ≤ 12.0 mm
d. 0.1 mm ≤ iiemThk ≤ 1.0 mm
e. 0.1 mm ≤ oiemThk ≤ 1.0 mm

Similarly, the single-objective constrained optimization problem formulation for
design configurations four to six, in which the shear layer is modeled as linear orthotropic
elastic material is shown below. The third constraint in the following formulation
corresponds to the material stability criterion presented in Table 2.2.

Objective:

Minimize (targetStrainSL – maxStrainSL)2

Constraints:

a. 0.2068 MPa ≤ avgCP ≤ 0.4136 MPa
b. maxCP ≤ 0.4481 MPa
c.
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Design variables:

a. 1 MPa ≤ slE11 ≤ 750 MPa
b. 1 MPa ≤ slE22 ≤ 750 MPa
c. -0.99 ≤ slNu12 ≤ 0.99
d. 3.0 MPa ≤ slG12 ≤ 20 MPa
e. 4.0 mm ≤ slThk ≤ 12.0 mm
f. 0.1 mm ≤ iiemThk ≤ 1.0 mm
g. 0.1 mm ≤ oiemThk ≤ 1.0 mm

The solution approach employed to solve these optimization problems is described in the
following section.

2.2

SOLUTION APPROACH
To address the optimization problems defined in the previous section, the classical

numerical approach of optimization illustrated in Figure 2.2 [23] is employed. At the
beginning of this process, the initial values for the design variables are provided by the
design engineer. The objective function and constraints are calculated using either a
simulation model, analytical model or a metamodel (see Chapter 4). Based on the
resulting objective and constraint values, the optimality condition is checked. If this
condition is satisfied, the optimization process terminates or else, the optimizer generates
new values for the design variables and the process is repeated until convergence.
The choice of an appropriate model to compute objective and constraint values is
one of the key decisions in the optimization process. Analytical models are
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computationally efficient and are easier to synthesize with great accuracy for a simple
problem. However, due to the complexity involved in the mechanics of the nonpneumatic wheel, the analytical model is built based on several assumptions, resulting in
an inaccurate computation of the structural responses. The latest advances in the Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) and the access to this technology through commercially
available tools, such as Abaqus, it is possible to model the structural behavior of a nonpneumatic wheel and estimate accurate responses. One of the drawbacks of using FEA in
optimization is the massive computational intensity, as each simulation may take several
minutes to complete. To overcome this problem, two strategies are implemented in this
work. A mesh convergence study is performed to find an efficient mesh size for the FEA
of the non-pneumatic wheel, and an approximation of the Finite Element simulation
model known as metamodel is developed. Metamodels are computationally efficient with
negligible compromise on the accuracy. However, synthesis of the metamodel requires
data generated from the FEA, known as the training set. Additionally, the training set can
be used to understand the influence of the design variables on the response parameters.
The efficient way to generate this training data is through the execution of the design set
obtained from a suitable Design of Experiments (DOE) technique.
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Figure 2.2: The classical numerical approach of optimization [23]

Due to the need for an integrated design environment (a) capable of generating
the training set by coupling FEA tool (Abaqus) within a DOE sequence, (b) offering
multiple DOE sequence generation, metamodeling, and optimization techniques, (c) with
an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) capable of performing statistical analysis
and data visualization, a commercial Process Integration and Design Optimization
(PIDO) tool called modeFrontier (from ESTECO) is used in this research. Although there
are several commercial PIDO tools available [24], this software is selected since it is used
extensively in the literature for various applications [25][26][27][28][29][30].
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CHAPTER 3: FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF THE NONPNEUMATIC WHEEL
3.1

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
A detailed description of the finite element model and the analysis procedure that

simulates a loaded non-pneumatic wheel on flat ground is presented in this section.
Abaqus/CAE 6.8-31, a commercial Finite Element Analysis (FEA) tool is used to
investigate the structural behavior.
An illustration of the non-pneumatic wheel assembly is provided in Figure 3.1, in
which the oiem and iiem are modeled with two-node linear shear flexible beam elements
(B21 in Abaqus), while the spokes are modeled with two-node linear displacement truss
elements (T2D2 in Abaqus). These truss elements are modeled to support a tension force
without supporting the compression force. The shear layer and the tread are modeled
using four-node bilinear plane stress quadrilateral elements (CPS4 in Abaqus). The
ground part is discretized with rigid links.
The inner surface of each spoke is connected to the center of the wheel by
kinematic coupling constraints simulating a rigid hub. The outer spoke surface is
connected to the iiem using tie constraints. Tie constraints are also used to connect oiem
to the shear layer and the tread. A surface-to-surface contact is defined between the tread
1

http://www.simulia.com/products/abaqus_cae.html
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and the ground parts to capture the interaction between the two. Rough and hard friction
formulations are used to model the tangential and normal contact behavior respectively.
Two displacement boundary conditions are applied, one at the ground reference
point (RP) located at the midspan of the ground part and the other at the hub RP located
at the center of the wheel. The ground RP is constrained in all degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
while the y-displacement of the hub RP remains free. This is to allow the vertical loading
of the non-pneumatic wheel. A vertical force of 3000 N is applied at the center of the
wheel as shown in Figure 4. Under the influence of this load, the wheel deforms,
resulting in a contact patch between the tread and the ground. The structure experiences
relatively high magnitude of stresses and strains in the ‘area of interest’ shown in Figure
3.1.

Figure 3.1: Non-pneumatic wheel assembly on flat ground before deformation
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The spokes are manufactured using a molding process, the pouring temperature of
the material is 125o C and it is allowed to cool down to a room temperature of 25o C.
During this cooling process, a thermal stress is induced in the spokes due to material
contraction [15]. ‘Initial stress condition’ is specified to the spokes in the finite element
model to simulate this thermal tensile stress known as pretension. The magnitude of the
thermal stress is deduced analytically using equation 5.

(3.1)

Where, σth= thermal stress, Espoke is the Young’s modulus of the spoke material
and εth is the thermal strain. The thermal strain is defined as the product of ‘co-efficient
of thermal expansion’ of the spoke material, α, and the difference between the initial and
final temperatures, ΔT, which is 100 oC in this case. The α value of the spoke material is
2E-4/oC [15]. Using the Young’s modulus of the spoke material from Table 2.1, the
thermal stress induced in each spoke is calculated to be 0.72 MPa.
The structural analysis of the non-pneumatic wheel is conducted in a single static
step using Abaqus/Standard implicit solver. Since material non-linearity exists in the
model and geometric non-linearity is expected during analysis, large-displacement
formulation is used. Average contact pressure, maximum contact pressure, maximum
strain in the shear layer, maximum Von-Mises stress in the oiem and iiem are some of the
key responses extracted from the Finite Element Analysis of the simulation model
described in this section.
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As described in [23], automation is a critical component of the optimization or a
Design of Experiments (DOE) process. Therefore, a parametric model of the nonpneumatic wheel is developed to automate the finite element model generation, analysis
execution and post-processing of the results within Abaqus. Since the Abaqus scripting
interface is an extension of the Python object-oriented programming language [21], the
parametric model of the non-pneumatic wheel is a Python script. The model is parametric
in terms of the design configuration, geometric design variables and material design
variables defined in Section 2.1. The output of this script is an ASCII file containing key
structural responses required to calculate the objective function and the constraints.

3.2

MESH CONVERGENCE STUDY
In finite element modeling, a finer mesh typically results in a more accurate

solution [31]. However, with increased mesh density, the computational time is also
increased. In the current work, mesh convergence study is performed to find an efficient
mesh size required for the shear layer and the tread to obtain an acceptable tradeoff
between accuracy and computational effort. As described in the previous section, the
shear layer and tread are modeled with 2D linear quadrilateral elements while the other
parts of the non-pneumatic wheel with 1D linear beam and truss elements. Since 1D
linear beam and truss elements require less computational effort, the focus of this study is
only towards the mesh size optimization of the shear layer and tread. This study is
conducted on the first design configuration of the non-pneumatic wheel listed in Table
2.4, i.e., a non-pneumatic wheel with linear isotropic elastic shear layer and Aluminum
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alloy (7075-T6) oiem and iiem. The arbitrary values selected for the design variables are
listed in Table 3.1. These values correspond to the mean of the upper and lower bound of
the respective design variable. The finite element simulations are executed in
Abaqus/CAE version 6.8-3 on an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.4GHz processor with 3.5GB RAM.

Table 3.1: Design variable settings for mesh convergence study
Design variable

Value (unit)

slThk

8.0 (mm)

slE

29.77 (MPa)

slNu

-0.25

oiemThk

0.55 (mm)

iiemThk

0.55 (mm)

The shear layer and the tread are partitioned into two regions as shown in Figure
3.2. Region 2 (R2) is meshed with coarse elements and region 1 (R1), which is the
domain of interest, is meshed with fine elements. This kind of discretization approach is
adopted to minimize the computational effort on insignificant areas, such as R2. For a
given non-pneumatic wheel design, the mesh size of the shear layer and the tread can be
defined in circumferential and radial directions. The circumferential mesh size of the
shear layer and the tread in R1 is identified by the variable ‘fSize’ and that in R2 by
‘cSize’. The radial mesh density is the same across R1 and R2 for a given non-pneumatic
wheel design to ensure quadrilateral elements throughout.
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Figure 3.2: Illustrating the terminology used in mesh convergence study

At this stage, it is important to consider the applicability of the mesh convergence
results when the material property, geometric property or design configuration is
modified. This is essential to formulate the mesh convergence study accordingly. Since
the class of material (elastic) and the analysis type (static) used for all the design
configurations (Table 2.4) are the same, the results obtained from this study can be
extended to the remaining design configurations of the non-pneumatic wheel. However,
during the design exploration of the non-pneumatic wheel, the thickness of the shear
layer is constantly changing and there is a need to maintain sufficient number of elements
across the thickness. The following scheme is proposed to maintain adequate radial mesh
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density in the shear layer. The concept of element aspect ratio is used to decide the
number of radial elements required. Aspect ratio of a quadrilateral element is defined as
the ratio of the largest edge length to the smallest edge length. The aspect ratio of the
shear layer and the tread in R1 is fixed to one. This implies that the quadrilateral elements
are close to an ideal square. Using the aspect ratio information, the radial mesh density
for a given thickness of tread and shear layer is calculated. The real values are rounded to
the closest positive integer other than zero. The mesh convergence study is simplified by
assuming that cSize is twice of fSize. Now, the mesh convergence study is formulated
with only one independent parameter, fSize.
In order to determine the appropriate fSize, a series of twelve experiments are
conducted with the mesh size ranging from 0.5 mm to 6 mm in increments of 0.5 mm.
The maximum contact pressure and the simulation runtime (wallclock time) are the
response parameters recorded. In addition to the twelve experiments, a baseline
observation identified by B* is made with a mesh size of 0.25 mm irrespective of R1 or
R2. The corresponding results, which are considered as a converged FEA solution, are
used as a benchmark for comparison purposes. The experimental results are presented in
Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Experimental observations
Design ID

fSize (mm)

cSize (mm)

Simulation runtime (sec)

maxCP (MPa)

B*

0.25

0.25

15250

0.5012

1

0.5

1

1718

0.5012

2

1

2

474

0.5012

3

1.5

3

351

0.5015

4

2

4

260

0.5020

5

2.5

5

199

0.5026

6

3

6

180

0.5033

7

3.5

7

162

0.5040

8

4

8

150

0.5053

9

4.5

9

142

0.5069

10

5

10

131

0.5088

11

5.5

11

125

0.5107

12

6

12

113

0.5130

A plot of maximum contact pressure and simulation runtime versus fSize is
shown in Figure 3.3. The convergence of the maximum contact pressure can be
visualized at the bottom-left corner of the plot. It is observed that an fSize of 1 mm and a
cSize of 2 mm (recall that cSize = 2*fSize) has reduced the simulation runtime by 96.9%
with only 7.24E-6 percent error in the maximum contact pressure when compared with
that of the baseline observation B*. In summary, a circumferential mesh size of 1 mm
and 2 mm are proposed for regions R1 and R2 respectively. The radial mesh density for a
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given thickness of the shear layer is calculated based on the thickness, proposed
circumferential mesh size of 1mm in R1 and an aspect ratio of one. Since the thickness of
the tread is fixed throughout this study, based on the aspect ratio criteria and the proposed
circumferential mesh size in R1, two elements are used as the radial mesh density.

Figure 3.3: Mesh convergence results
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CHAPTER 4: METAMODEL DEVELOPMENT
As observed from the results of the mesh convergence study, a single finite
element simulation of the non-pneumatic wheel takes approximately eight minutes to
complete. During the course of this work, six optimization problems are solved. To
ensure global optimum, they are also solved from several starting points. The
computational time associated with this activity is demanding. To overcome this
problem, an approximation technique is used. The basic approach is to build a metamodel
that is computationally more efficient than the original model at the slightest expense of
accuracy. Consider a vector of input design variables, x, and a vector of output response
variables, y. In the simulation model, if the relation between x and y is y = f(x), then the
approximation of y from the metamodel, given by
relation between y and

can be written as

g(x). The

is y = +ε, where, ε represents the approximation error [32].

Development of a metamodel involves, (a) selection of a suitable experimental
design technique to sample the design space, (b) conducting these experiments to
generate the response data, (c) selection of a suitable model to represent the data, (d)
fitting the model to the observed data and (e) validation of the metamodel for adequacy.
There are several options to choose for each of these steps as reviewed in [32].
In the current work, the Uniform Latin Hypercube technique is used to sample the
design space. This ensures a random, yet, a uniform distribution of the samples in the
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design space [33]. A set of 250 samples, for each design configuration one to three and a
set of 300 samples (to account for the increase in the design domain dimension) for each
design configuration four to six are evaluated. The execution of all these samples is the
most computationally demanding phase of the metamodel development, as it involves
running the finite element analysis 1650 (250*3 + 300*3) times. The total simulation
runtime is approximately 220 hours. Each run takes about eight minutes to complete on
an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.4GHz processor with 3.5GB RAM. This design of experiments
(DOE) sequence is executed in modeFrontier version 4.0.32 to gather the response data.
The DOE workflow for design configurations four to six in modeFrontier 4.0.3 is
show in Figure 4.1. The DOE workflow for design configurations one to three is setup in
a similar manner as shown in Figure 4.2, except that the number of input variable nodes
is five instead of seven. The DOE workflow is setup using the DOE, scheduler, input
variable, output variable, input file, DOS batch script, transfer file, Matlab and logic end
nodes. A legend of the nodes is provided in Figure 4.3, thus making the workflow
readable. The horizontal flow from the DOE node to the logic end node through the
scheduler, DOS batch script and Matlab nodes correspond to the 'process flow' while the
remaining links corresponds to the 'data flow'. The upper and lower bounds on the design
variables are defined in the input variable node. A Uniform Latin Hypercube DOE
sequence generated with a random seed of one is defined in the DOE node properties.
The number of concurrent design evaluations is set to three in the scheduler node, thus
reducing the overall time taken to evaluate the designs by one-third. The parametric

2

http://www.esteco.com/home/by_esteco/mode_frontier.html
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model of the non-pneumatic wheel is included in the input file node and this file is
constantly updated with new set of values for the design variables. The DOS batch script
node initiates the python script execution in Abaqus without the Graphical User Interface
(GUI). The output text file generated at the end of the Python script execution contains
the structural responses, such as the maximum shear strain in the shear layer, average
contact pressure and the maximum contact pressure obtained from the finite element
analysis of the non-pneumatic wheel. This file is transferred from the working directory
of Abaqus to the Matlab directory using the transfer file node, where the output data is
extracted and assigned to the output variable nodes. After the evaluation of all the
samples, the design table in the workspace module contains the input design data and the
corresponding output response data. Ninety percent of the designs are used as the training
set and the remaining ten percent as the validation set. The entire design table is used to
understand the effects of the design variables on the response parameters as demonstrated
in [27]. The effects analysis is presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: DOE workflow for design configurations four to six in modeFrontier 4.0.3

Figure 4.2: DOE workflow for design configurations one to three in modeFrontier 4.0.3
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Figure 4.3: Legend of the nodes used in the DOE workflow
The modeFrontier software offers a comprehensive metamodel wizard with a
collection of classical, statistical and advanced metamodeling techniques [33]. This
wizard facilitates the development of multiple matamodels, which can be checked for
accuracy, thus enabling the design engineer to screen and choose the optimal metamodel.
In the present work, Neural Networks (NN) metamodeling technique is used, which is a
nonlinear regression approach suitable for deterministic applications [32]. The method
used in modeFrontier is based on the classical feedforward Neural Networks with an
efficient Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation training algorithm [33]. Automatic
network sizing is employed to determine the number of neurons in the hidden layer. For
each response, i.e., maximum shear strain in the shear layer, average contact pressure and
maximum contact pressure, a NN is generated. These synthetic models are exported as
modeFrontier binary rsm (*.rsm) files, which can be used instead of the finite element
analysis to calculate the structural responses. The accuracy of the metamodel is checked
using both the training and the validation set. It is observed that the regression value is
greater than 0.99 for all the metamodels. Additionally, mean relative error and mean
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absolute error is used to account for the model accuracy. The corresponding mean error
values presented in Table 4.1indicate a good fit of the metamodels to the training and the
validation set.

Table 4.1: Mean absolute error and mean relative error of the NN metamodels
maxStrainSL
DC

Data set

maxCP

avgCP

Absolute

Relative

Absolute

Relative

Absolute

Relative

(MPa)

(%)

(MPa)

(%)

(MPa)

(%)

Training

0.0006

2.5188

0.0028

0.7775

0.0027

0.9103

Validation

0.0016

4.3571

0.0129

3.5722

0.0136

4.0370

Training

0.0004

1.9510

0.0046

1.0918

0.0030

1.1060

Validation

0.0012

3.0117

0.0280

2.1417

0.0111

3.5278

Training

0.0004

1.7328

0.0041

0.9779

0.0037

1.0412

Validation

0.0028

4.6124

0.0155

2.9948

0.0122

3.8486

Training

0.0007

0.8615

0.0020

0.6070

0.0016

0.6226

Validation

0.0046

4.2643

0.0088

2.9986

0.0086

3.6063

Training

0.0004

0.5845

0.0021

0.6233

0.0018

0.6650

Validation

0.0027

3.4258

0.0101

2.8928

0.0083

3.0324

Training

0.0003

0.3979

0.0026

0.6815

0.0017

0.5692

Validation

0.0018

2.0901

0.0088

2.1864

0.0091

2.9505

1

2

3

4

5

6
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CHAPTER 5: EFFECTS ANALYSIS
In Chapter 2, several geometric and material design variables were described for
each configuration of the non-pneumatic wheel. However, there is a possibility that each
of these design variables may not have the same influence on the response of the
structure. Therefore, a statistical study is conducted in modeFrontier to estimate the effect
of each design variable on the response parameters. Although the results of this study can
be used to reduce the number of design variables by eliminating insignificant ones, in the
current work, no such measure is taken to increase the computational efficiency, since the
number of design variables are few. It should be noted that the effects analysis is
influenced by the bounds on the design variables and the results cannot be extrapolated
for a different set of variable bounds.
The effect size of a design variable is defined as the difference between
, where,
variable and

and

is the mean of the output variable in the lower domain of the input
is the mean of the output variable in the upper domain of the input

variable. An effect size which is greater than zero implies a direct relationship between
the input and the output variable, while a negative effect size implies an inverse
relationship. However, means do not offer complete information about a data set and
hence, there is a need to consider the variance to ensure that the difference in the means is
statistically significant and not due to chance. A t-test is conducted to assess the statistical
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significance of the two means,

and

. A null hypothesis which states that there is no

difference between the two samples is used by modeFrontier. The test statistic, t-student,
is calculated using Equation 5.1.

(5.1)

Where,
and

is the generic variance.
are the number of output values in the upper domain of the input variable and

number of output values in the lower domain of the input variable respectively. The
variance of the output variable, x, in the upper and lower domain of the input variable is
given by

and

respectively, equations for which are given below.

(5.2)

(5.3)

Once the t-value is determined, the corresponding significance value (p-value) is
obtained from the student’s t-distribution. A critical alpha value defines the error that we
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are willing to make in the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis. Typically, an
alpha value of 0.01 is used, which implies a 99% confidence in the decision. A low
significance value, which is less than the critical alpha value, results in the rejection of
the null hypothesis and acceptance of the fact that the effect size is reliable, i.e., the two
quantities

and

are different.

The effect size of the design variables on the structural responses of the nonpneumatic wheel with isotropic elastic shear layer is given in Table 5.1 and that with
orthotropic elastic shear layer is shown in Table 5.2. The significance values greater than
0.01 are provided in parentheses. A visual comparison of the effect size is presented in
the Figure 5.1. All charts on the left correspond to the design configurations one to three,
while those on the right column correspond to the design configurations four to six.

Table 5.1: Effect size of the design variables on the responses for design configurations
one to three
DC

1

2

3

Response

slThk

slE

slNu

oiemThk

iiemThk

maxStrainSL

-0.0305

-0.0781

0.0479

0.0232 (0.014)

-0.0032 (0.387)

maxCP

0.1225

0.2414

-0.2355

-0.0214 (0.261)

0.0052 (0.438)

avgCP

0.0776

0.1534

-0.1331

-0.0125 (0.273)

0.0062 (0.382)

maxStrainSL

-0.0341

-0.0814

0.0544

0.0166 (0.068)

0.0037 (0.370)

maxCP

0.1245

0.2616

-0.2480

-0.0099 (0.384)

-0.0015 (0.482)

avgCP

0.0798

0.1690

-0.1470

-0.0060 (0.387)

-0.0007 (0.486)

maxStrainSL

-0.0328

-0.0737

0.0439

0.0123 (0.106)

0.0061 (0.270)

maxCP

0.1161

0.2466

-0.2071

0.0182 (0.281)

-0.0059 (0.425)

avgCP

0.0776

0.1598

-0.1202

0.0071 (0.360)

-0.0053 (0.396)
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Table 5.2: Effect size of the design variables on the responses for design configurations
four to six
DC

4

Response

slThk

slG12

maxStrainSL

-0.0377

-0.0682

maxCP

avgCP

maxStrainSL

5

maxCP

avgCP

maxStrainSL

6

maxCP

avgCP

0.1678

0.1085

-0.0379

0.1702

0.1074

-0.0350

0.1607

0.0969

slE11

slE22

slNu12

oiemThk

iiemThk

0.0000

-0.0023

-0.0074

-0.0023

0.0008

(0.498)

(0.358)

(0.122)

(0.357)

(0.449)

0.0022

0.0044

0.0181

0.0428

0.0432

(0.458)

(0.415)

(0.186)

(0.017)

(0.016)

0.0015

0.0030

0.0135

0.0268

0.0230

(0.454)

(0.411)

(0.155)

(0.022)

(0.041)

0.0012

-0.0011

-0.0054

-0.0068

-0.0011

(0.426)

(0.430)

(0.193)

(0.137)

(0.431)

-0.0015

0.0031

0.0196

0.0529

0.0481

(0.471)

(0.440)

(0.170)

(0.015)

(0.021)

-0.0019

0.0007

0.0146

0.0330

0.0258

(0.445)

(0.480)

(0.135)

(0.036)

(0.025)

0.0004

-0.0004

-0.0051

-0.0058

-0.0020

(0.473)

(0.473)

(0.189)

(0.161)

(0.364)

0.0010

-0.0020

0.0200

0.0705

0.0603

(0.483)

(0.465)

(0.180)

(0.021)

(0.033)

0.0006

-0.0008

0.0123

0.0394

0.0314

(0.481)

(0.475)

(0.180)

(0.042)

(0.029)

0.1956

0.1309

-0.0674

0.2012

0.1324

-0.0631

0.2232

0.1403
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5.1: Visual comparison of the effect size. a) and b) compares the effect size of the
design variables on the maximum shear strain of a non-pneumatic wheel with isotropic
and orthotropic elastic shear layer respectively. c) and d) compares maximum contact
pressure. e) and f) compares the average contact pressure.
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It is observed that, slThk, slE and slNu are the driving design variables of a nonpneumatic wheel with isotropic elastic shear layer, since these variables have the highest
effect with least significance values (less than 0.01) on the response parameters.
Although oiemThk shows indications of its influence on the maximum strain in the shear
layer, this value is not reliable as the significance value exceeds 0.01. slThk and slE have
inverse effect on maxStrainSL but, direct effect on the maximum and average contact
pressure. Poisson’s ratio of the isotropic elastic shear layer has a direct effect on
maxStrainSL and inverse effect on the maximum and average contact pressure. oiemThk
and iiemThk do not influence the structural response of a non-pneumatic wheel with
isotropic elastic shear layer. Although three different materials were used for the oiem
and iiem, there is no considerable difference in their effect size. This implies that the
response of the non-pneumatic wheel with isotropic elastic shear layer is governed by the
geometric and material properties of the shear layer and not by those of the oiem and
iiem.
A similar trend is witnessed from the effects charts of the non-pneumatic wheel
with orthotropic elastic shear layer. Clearly, the shear modulus and the thickness of the
shear layer are the driving design variables. Both slG12 and slThk have direct effect on
the contact pressure and an inverse effect on the shear strain. Although oiemThk and
iiemThk show some influence on the response parameters, they can be neglected based
on the magnitude of the effect size relative to that of slG12 and slThk. It is observed that
the two Young’s modulus, slE11 and slE22 along with the Poisson’s ratio, slNu12, do not
influence the structural responses. It is important to notice in the isotropic case that slE
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and slNu influence the structural responses since they are related to the shear modulus
(slG) by Equation 2.2. Hence, it is concluded that the shear modulus and thickness of the
shear layer are the driving design variables in both the isotropic and the orthotropic case.
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CHAPTER 6: OPTIMIZATION
6.1

OPTIMIZATION SETUP USING METAMODELS
Using the metamodels developed previously in Chapter 4, the single-objective

constrained optimization problems defined in Section 2.1 are setup using modeFrontier
4.0.3. This software offers a plethora of basic optimizers, advanced optimizers and
sequential

quadratic

programming

algorithms

[33].

The

sequential

quadratic

programming algorithms are widely used to solve single-objective optimization problems
because of fast convergence rates. However, their tendency to get trapped in local
minima is a major drawback. In the current work, the non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm (NSGA-II), an advanced optimizer, is selected to solve the optimization
problem. This algorithm guarantees the diversity of solutions and also allows concurrent
evaluation of independent individuals, thus ensuring global optimum at reduced
computational time [33].
The optimization workflow for design configurations four to six is shown in
Figure 6.1. This workflow is setup using the DOE, scheduler, input variable, output
variable, RSM, calculator, design constraint, objective target and logic end nodes. The
optimization workflow for design configurations one to three is setup similarly as shown
in Figure 6.2, except that the number of input variable nodes is five instead of seven.
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Also, the calculator, output variable and design constraint nodes associated with the
computation of the material stability are absent. A legend of the additional nodes used in
the optimization workflow that were unused in the DOE workflow is provided in Figure
6.3.

Figure 6.1: Optimization workflow using metamodels for design configurations four to
six in modeFrontier 4.0.3
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Figure 6.2: Optimization workflow using metamodels for design configurations one to
three in modeFrontier 4.0.3

Figure 6.3: Legend of the additional nodes used in the optimization workflow

The horizontal flow from the DOE node to the logic end node through the
scheduler, RSM and calculator nodes correspond to the 'process flow', while the
remaining links correspond to the 'data flow'. The upper and lower bounds on the design
variables are defined in the input variable node. The optimization problem of each design
configuration is solved ten times with a different set of initial population to explore the
design space for global optimum. An illustration of the procedure adopted to ensure
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global optimum is shown in Figure 6.4. A starting population is a set of 25 designs
generated by the random space filler in the DOE node. The random space filler fills the
design space randomly and uniformly based on a random seed value between 0 and 999
[33]. A random seed set of 123, 321, 456,789, 987, 555, 666, 777, 888 and 999 is used to
generate ten unique starting populations. Infeasible starting points, if any, are rejected
and the starting population is filled in the DOE table. Optimization of these unique
starting population results in an optimal design set consisting of ten designs with a shear
strain of ten percent and satisfying all the design constraints.

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the procedure adopted to ensure global optimum

The optimization algorithm, NSGA-II, and the corresponding parameter settings,
such as the number of generations, crossover probability and mutation probability are
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defined in the scheduler node. The number of generations is set to 100. The product of
the number of generations and the number of starting population defines the size of the
run. In the current work, a total of 2500 runs are executed to determine each solution
shown in Figure 6.4. Crossover is used to exchange genetic information between two
individuals. There are two types of crossover used in modeFrontier, namely, the classical
binary crossover and the simulated binary crossover, based on the coding scheme
(binary-coded and real-coded respectively) of the design variables. Since all the design
variables are real-coded and the design space is continuous, the simulated binary
crossover (SBX) [34] is used. With this type of crossover operator, there is no need to
code the continuous-real variables into an arbitrary binary base, as this operator imitates
the behavior of a classical binary crossover operator by the direct handling of the realcoded variables [33]. The crossover probability specifies the probability of occurrence of
the simulated binary crossover and this parameter is set to a default value of 0.9 for all
optimization problems. The mutation probability specifies the probability with which the
variables are randomly changed. Again, there are two mutation operators, the binary
mutation operator and the simulated binary mutation operator. Analogous to the use of
simulated binary crossover for real-coded variables, the simulated binary mutation
operator is used to perform the mutation of real-coded design variables [33]. The
maximum allowable limit for the mutation probability is 1/n, where, n is the number of
real-coded design variables [33]. If a higher value of this parameter is set, the algorithm
resets the value to the maximum allowable limit based on the number of real-coded
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design variables. According to the recommended parameter settings for the NSGA-II
optimizer in modeFrontier, the mutation probability parameter is set to one [33].
The neural network metamodel generated for each response parameter in Chapter
4 is mapped within the RSM node using the corresponding modeFrontier binary rsm
(*.rsm) file. The structural responses obtained from these metamodels are mapped to their
respective output variable nodes. The calculator node performs a simple calculation using
the two Young’s modulus (slE11 and slE22) and Poisson’s ratio (slNu12) information to
provide the necessary input for the material stability constraint node. The constraints on
the material stability, average and maximum contact pressures are defined by the design
constraint nodes. A target shear strain of ten percent is defined in the objective target
node. The logic end node indentifies the termination point of the optimization process
flow. The following section presents the results obtained from the optimization of all
design configurations.

6.2

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimal solution set obtained from the optimization of the six non-pneumatic

wheel design configurations, which are presented in Tables 6.1 to 6.6, results in some
interesting observations. These observations are consistent with the outcome of the
effects analysis and can be generalized for the design configurations with the same shear
layer material model. Therefore, the optimal solution set of the non-pneumatic wheel
with isotropic elastic shear layer, DC1, and orthotropic elastic shear layer, DC4, shown in
Table 6.1 and Table 6.4 respectively, are used to discuss these observations. All the tables
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provide information on the random seed used to generate the initial population, the design
ID of the optimal solution and corresponding values of the design and response variables.
The right-most column is the product of the shear modulus and the shear layer thickness,
an explanation for its inclusion is provided later in this section.
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Table 6.1: Optimal design set of design configuration 1 (DC1)
Design variables
Seed

Design ID

iiemThk

oiemThk

slE

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

Response variables
slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

slNu

slG

slG * slThk

maxStrainSL

(MPa)

(N/ mm)

123

2483

0.48

0.97

9.27

-0.18

12.00

0.25

0.33

0.10

5.62

67.41

321

2026

0.22

0.71

9.86

-0.52

7.18

0.22

0.26

0.10

10.21

73.30

456

2385

0.42

0.58

12.40

-0.09

10.91

0.25

0.28

0.10

6.82

74.46

789

2121

0.97

1.00

9.00

-0.22

11.02

0.26

0.35

0.10

5.78

63.69

987

2219

0.88

0.74

23.17

0.22

6.73

0.23

0.26

0.10

9.53

64.14

555

2415

0.61

0.91

10.90

-0.53

5.89

0.25

0.32

0.10

11.51

67.79

666

1744

0.77

0.77

6.72

-0.62

7.79

0.26

0.30

0.10

8.95

69.67

777

1750

0.55

0.41

51.03

0.47

4.16

0.23

0.29

0.10

17.39

72.38

888

1920

0.84

0.56

27.15

0.34

6.42

0.21

0.27

0.10

10.10

64.86

999

2416

0.89

0.37

17.89

0.11

8.65

0.23

0.29

0.10

8.04

69.57
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Table 6.2: Optimal design set of design configuration 2 (DC2)
Design variables
Seed

Design ID

iiemThk

oiemThk

slE

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

Response variables
slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

slNu

slG

slG * slThk

maxStrainSL

(MPa)

(N/ mm)

123

2467

0.54

0.48

14.66

0.10

11.30

0.24

0.26

0.10

6.64

75.04

321

1108

0.28

0.62

12.40

-0.17

9.83

0.24

0.27

0.10

7.47

73.47

456

2005

0.89

0.73

23.14

0.20

6.83

0.27

0.33

0.10

9.62

65.72

789

2454

0.62

0.77

24.71

0.36

7.62

0.26

0.33

0.10

9.06

69.01

987

2354

0.54

0.74

19.60

0.37

10.36

0.26

0.29

0.10

7.16

74.23

555

1476

0.26

1.00

24.21

-0.05

5.28

0.23

0.34

0.10

12.71

67.04

666

1955

0.34

0.75

22.61

0.28

8.02

0.25

0.32

0.10

8.82

70.71

777

1339

0.29

0.36

23.16

0.36

9.03

0.23

0.27

0.10

8.50

76.82

888

843

0.62

0.48

27.58

0.19

6.20

0.24

0.27

0.10

11.59

71.85

999

2481

0.47

0.85

20.90

0.36

9.05

0.26

0.28

0.10

7.70

69.69
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Table 6.3: Optimal design set of design configuration 3 (DC3)
Design variables
Seed

Design ID

iiemThk

oiemThk

slE

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

Response variables
slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

slNu

slG

slG * slThk

maxStrainSL

(MPa)

(N/ mm)

123

2367

0.54

0.48

14.66

0.10

4.92

0.25

0.28

0.10

14.62

71.87

321

1602

0.47

0.28

27.98

0.31

7.10

0.26

0.34

0.10

10.68

75.83

456

2250

0.60

0.10

28.21

0.25

6.93

0.26

0.35

0.10

11.30

78.34

789

2218

0.79

0.36

29.60

0.07

5.06

0.25

0.37

0.10

13.82

69.96

987

1260

0.23

0.64

21.09

-0.13

5.59

0.23

0.24

0.10

12.07

67.52

555

1287

0.65

0.58

29.24

0.00

4.48

0.26

0.28

0.10

14.62

65.43

666

2327

0.59

0.30

28.47

0.10

5.66

0.24

0.36

0.10

12.93

73.13

777

2398

0.67

0.62

15.54

0.18

10.21

0.27

0.31

0.10

6.58

67.23

888

1351

0.62

0.26

34.65

0.32

5.40

0.24

0.32

0.10

13.13

70.92

999

2015

0.30

0.23

23.24

0.39

9.31

0.27

0.28

0.10

8.35

77.70
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Table 6.4: Optimal design set of design configuration 4 (DC4)
Design variables

Response variables

Design
Seed

slG12 * slThk
iiemThk

oiemThk

slE11

slE22

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

ID

slG12

slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(MPa)

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

slNu12

maxStrainSL

(N/mm)

123

1677

0.38

0.94

357.19

5.17

-0.44

8.33

7.82

0.25

0.28

0.10

65.14

321

1646

0.86

0.52

696.61

127.92

-0.30

17.37

4.23

0.24

0.27

0.10

73.48

456

1352

0.26

0.98

625.04

219.65

0.05

6.17

10.92

0.28

0.32

0.10

67.35

789

1860

0.36

0.19

207.80

737.08

-0.18

6.59

10.74

0.23

0.30

0.10

70.84

987

2442

0.69

0.54

571.34

279.30

-0.21

11.40

5.89

0.23

0.28

0.10

67.13

555

478

0.67

0.73

714.88

289.36

-0.68

13.31

5.18

0.23

0.29

0.10

68.90

666

1837

0.39

0.86

522.09

331.10

-0.62

5.66

11.59

0.27

0.32

0.10

65.63

777

2291

0.97

0.35

712.00

32.33

0.38

8.99

7.56

0.27

0.31

0.10

67.92

888

1732

0.59

0.49

454.48

530.87

0.46

5.92

10.95

0.25

0.31

0.10

64.83

999

2442

0.65

0.66

218.38

106.40

0.34

8.00

8.60

0.27

0.30

0.10

68.83
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Table 6.5: Optimal design set of design configuration 5 (DC5)
Design variables

Response variables

Design
Seed

slG12 * slThk
iiemThk

oiemThk

slE11

slE22

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

ID

slG12

slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(MPa)

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

slNu12

maxStrainSL

(N/mm)

123

1528

0.73

0.41

742.91

543.85

0.91

8.70

7.35

0.26

0.29

0.10

63.96

321

2460

0.35

0.20

256.03

61.45

0.56

7.58

9.26

0.23

0.26

0.10

70.15

456

1698

0.49

0.48

667.02

613.66

-0.19

12.85

5.20

0.22

0.27

0.10

66.87

789

2119

0.33

0.19

163.62

22.96

0.01

6.49

10.75

0.23

0.26

0.10

69.80

987

1121

0.72

0.81

535.13

311.56

-0.03

10.40

6.06

0.27

0.33

0.10

63.04

555

1958

0.43

0.70

701.03

240.89

-0.67

13.63

5.08

0.24

0.29

0.10

69.25

666

1872

0.38

0.76

675.62

366.96

0.38

5.64

11.47

0.27

0.32

0.10

64.70

777

2454

0.98

0.15

108.12

153.43

0.34

6.36

10.57

0.28

0.35

0.10

67.25

888

1512

0.44

0.59

390.87

356.24

0.45

11.97

5.74

0.24

0.28

0.10

68.72

999

2077

0.53

0.29

225.44

308.14

-0.72

8.96

7.58

0.23

0.27

0.10

67.91
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Table 6.6: Optimal design set of design configuration 6 (DC6)
Design variables

Response variables

Design
Seed

slG12 * slThk
iiemThk

oiemThk

slE11

slE22

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

ID

slG12

slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(MPa)

(mm)

(MPa)

(MPa)

slNu12

maxStrainSL

(N/mm)

123

2171

0.29

0.73

220.84

98.89

0.03

12.63

5.24

0.27

0.33

0.10

66.12

321

2212

0.66

0.28

223.52

511.99

-0.56

8.53

7.49

0.27

0.32

0.10

63.88

456

2338

0.76

0.46

653.40

539.25

-0.22

6.89

10.02

0.29

0.36

0.10

69.01

789

1467

0.53

0.66

749.43

491.07

0.79

11.06

5.89

0.30

0.31

0.10

65.16

987

1803

0.26

0.62

353.40

41.63

-0.21

9.75

6.93

0.27

0.30

0.10

67.58

555

2411

0.98

0.32

535.80

318.18

-0.03

5.64

11.98

0.28

0.39

0.10

67.59

666

1741

0.49

0.22

289.13

151.60

-0.07

10.91

6.27

0.24

0.27

0.10

68.36

777

1873

0.27

0.22

405.96

652.43

-0.01

10.33

6.75

0.25

0.28

0.10

69.74

888

2484

0.44

0.84

147.40

289.55

0.29

5.55

11.45

0.29

0.36

0.10

63.61

999

1235

0.51

0.87

574.96

617.94

-0.24

6.55

10.03

0.32

0.38

0.10

65.71
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Although every design in the optimal design set of DC1 and DC4 has a target
shear strain of ten percent and satisfies the contact pressure constraints, there is no unique
optimal solution to these single-objective constrained optimization problems. However,
the effects analysis of the design variables on the response parameters presented in
Chapter 4 is used to understand this phenomenon.
From the effects analysis, it is determined that slE, slNu and slThk are the design
drivers of the non-pneumatic wheel with isotropic elastic shear layer. Hence, the design
variables associated with the geometric properties of the oiem and iiem, which are
insignificant, tend to take any value within the bounds without influencing the design
objective or the constraints. Also, slE and slNu are the secondary design drivers
influencing the shear modulus of the shear layer, slG, which is calculated using Equation
2.2 and presented in Table 6.1. In this way, it is possible to visualize the optimal design
set of DC1 in a three-dimensional plot shown in Figure 6.5. The third dimension is a
contour plot of the maximum shear strain distribution obtained from the metamodel with
constant values for the insignificant design variables. The optimal design data shows a
nonlinear relationship between slG and slThk at a constant maxStrainSL of ten percent. A
curve is used to fit this data using the ‘backslash’ operator in Matlab [35]. It should be
noted that the average and maximum contact pressures are not constant for all the designs
that meet the required target maximum shear strain. However, they all satisfy the design
constraints. Similar curves can be obtained for DC2 and DC3. All the optimal solutions
lay close to this curve, whose equation can be written in the generic form as, slThk * slG
= cost. Since the simulations are conducted with a fixed load and all the optimal
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solutions achieve the same shear layer deformation, the stiffness of all these solutions
should be the same. Also, the stiffness is proportional to the product of the shear layer
thickness and the shear modulus. Results indicate that the generic form fits well to the
data. The column corresponding to the product of slThk and slG in Table 6.1 provide
information on the shear stiffness (cost) of the isotropic elastic shear layer. The optimal
design set of DC1 has a cost of 68.18 N/mm, while DC2 and DC3 have 72.10 N/mm and
71.79 N/mm respectively. The similarities in these values also complement the argument
that the effect of the material used for the oiem and iiem is unimportant.

Figure 6.5: Optimal design set of DC1 - Plot of design drivers versus maxStrainSL
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As discussed before, the design drivers of a non-pneumatic wheel with orthotropic
elastic shear layer are slG12 and slThk. This explains the random distribution of values
for insignificant design variables, oiemThk, iiemThk, slE11, slE22 and slNu12 in Table
6.4. Since the number of effective design variables is reduced to two, a plot which is
similar to that of Figure 6.5 is presented for DC4 in Figure 6.6. Again, a curve is used to
fit the data. Similar curves can be obtained for DC5 and DC6. The column corresponding
to the product of slThk and slG12 in Table 6.4 provides information on the shear stiffness
of the orthotropic elastic shear layer. The optimal design set of DC4, DC5 and DC6 has a
cost of 67.23 N/mm, 67.09 N/mm and 66.38 N/mm respectively.

Figure 6.6: Optimal design set of DC4 - Plot of design drivers versus maxStrainSL
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Since the influence of the material used for the iiem and oiem do not play a key
role on the structural responses, the optimal design sets obtained from the optimization of
DC1, DC2 and DC3 are pooled into one group. Similarly, the optimal design sets
obtained from the optimization of DC4, DC5 and DC6 are clustered into another group.
The scatter plot of these groups corresponding to the non-pneumatic wheel with isotropic
elastic shear layer and orthotropic elastic shear layer are shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure
6.8 respectively. Two curves are fitted to this data, which provides the relationship
between the shear layer thickness and the shear modulus of the shear layer. The
relationship between the shear modulus and thickness of the non-pneumatic wheel with
isotropic elastic shear layer is given by Equation 6.1 and that for orthotropic shear layer is
given by Equation 6.2. Note that these equations are applicable only within the bounds
defined for the design variables in Section 2.1. These equations can be used to determine
the necessary combination of shear layer thickness and shear modulus to design a low
rolling-loss non-pneumatic wheel with a maximum shear strain of ten percent in the shear
layer. The recommended setting for the insignificant design variables is the mean of the
upper and lower bound of the corresponding design variable. In the following section,
equations 6.1 and 6.2 are validated by selecting five design points on each curve and
evaluating their structural performance in Abaqus.
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Figure 6.7: Optimal solution set – Isotropic shear layer

Figure 6.8: Optimal solution set – Orthotropic shear layer
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(6.1)

(6.2)
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CHAPTER 7: FINITE ELEMENT VALIDATION
The equations 6.1 and 6.2 are obtained from a series of approximations, firstly,
the approximation of the design space using neural network metamodeling technique and
secondly, by the curve fit to approximate the relationship between the driving design
variables. Hence, there is a need to validate these equations to check the hypotheses, that,
any design point on these curves has a maximum shear strain of ten percent and satisfies
the average and maximum contact pressure constraints. This study is conducted by
selecting five arbitrary design points on each curve and evaluating them in Abaqus. The
selected points are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The shift between the two curves is attributed
to the approximation errors associated with the neural networks and the generation of a
cubic polynomial curve. Since the choice of material for the oiem and iiem is not crucial,
the Python script of DC1 is used for the validation of Equation 6.1 and that of DC4 is
used to validate Equation 6.2. The settings recommended in Section 6.2 for the
insignificant design variables are used in the validation process. The numerical
observations from the finite element analysis of the selected design points are presented
in Table 7.1. Since all the selected designs have a maximum shear strain of ten percent
and also satisfies the maximum and average contact pressure constraints, the data
demonstrates the validity of the two equations.
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Figure 7.1: Selected points for the validation of Equations 6.1 and 6.2
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Table 7.1: Numerical observations from the FEA of the selected points
Shear layer material

Selected

slG or slG12

slThk

avgCP

maxCP

(MPa)

(MPa)

maxStrainSL
model

design ID

(MPa)

(mm)

1

6.58

10.71

0.10

0.22

0.27

2

8.37

8.42

0.10

0.22

0.27

3

11.05

6.37

0.10

0.22

0.26

4

13.74

5.13

0.10

0.21

0.23

5

15.53

4.54

0.10

0.21

0.22

6

6.58

10.17

0.10

0.24

0.29

7

8.37

7.99

0.10

0.25

0.29

8

11.05

6.05

0.10

0.23

0.27

9

13.74

4.87

0.10

0.21

0.24

10

15.53

4.31

0.10

0.21

0.23

Isotropic elastic
(validating Equation 6.1)

Orthotropic elastic
(validating Equation 6.2)

To illustrate the Finite Element Analysis results, one of the optimal nonpneumatic wheel designs (highlighted in bold) is selected from Table 7.1. This nonpneumatic wheel has a shear layer height of 6.37 mm and a shear modulus of 11.05 MPa.
An isotropic elastic material model is used for the shear layer. The FEA results of this
design are presented in Figure 7.2. This figure consists of three regions. The top part
illustrates the deformation of the wheel when loaded with a concentrated vertical force of
3000 N at the centre of the hub. It is observed that the resulting hub displacement is 18.07
mm. A magnified view of the contact zone is provided in the middle region, highlighting
the contact between the tread and the ground structures. Finally, the bottom region of
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Figure 7.2 presents the contact pressure profile of the non-pneumatic wheel at the contact
patch region. A uniform contact pressure distribution is witnessed with an average
contact pressure of 0.22 MPa and a maximum contact pressure of 0.26 MPa. The length
of the contact patch is measured at 67.5 mm. The maximum Von-Mises stresses recorded
in oiem and iiem are 233.37 MPa and 222.08 MPa respectively. These stresses are well
below the yield strength of the aluminum alloy (7075-T6) which is 500 MPa [17]. A
maximum shear strain of ten percent is observed in the shear layer. An illustration of the
shear strain distribution in the shear layer is provided in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2: Illustrating the Finite Element Analysis results of an optimal non-pneumatic
wheel design
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Figure 7.3: Shear strain distribution in the shear layer of an optimal non-pneumatic wheel
design
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUDING REMARKS
8.1

CONTRIBUTIONS
The material and geometric requirements of a novel non-pneumatic wheel shear

beam for low rolling resistance are determined by a systematic optimization approach.
The novelty of the non-pneumatic wheel shear beam in the current work is attributed to
the use of linear elastic materials in the shear layer in order to eliminate the rolling loss
due to hysteresis. Six different configurations of the non-pneumatic wheel were explored.
In each case, the choice of an appropriate geometric and material property of the shear
beam was treated as a single-objective constrained optimization problem. The goal was to
target a sufficiently large strain to guarantee enough deformation in the shear layer while
constraints on the average and maximum contact pressure are satisfied. These problems
were solved using the classical numerical approach of optimization with metamodels. A
statistical study was conducted to determine the influence of design variables on the
response parameters.
From the statistical analysis, it was observed that the shear layer thickness
(slThk) and the shear modulus (slG or slG12) of the shear layer material are the driving
design variables. Interesting results were obtained by solving the optimization problems
from various starting points. It was observed that these single-objective constrained
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optimization problems do not have a unique optimal solution, instead, an array of optimal
solutions characterized by the constant stiffness of the shear layer. From the optimal
solution set obtained, relations between the driving design variables were established.
Based on the manufacturing constraints imposed on the shear layer thickness, the
metamaterial design engineer has the freedom to select the corresponding target shear
modulus of the metamaterial from these relations.

8.2

FUTURE WORK
This research was motivated by the need to determine the metamaterial properties

of the shear layer for a low rolling loss non-pneumatic wheel. One of the key future
contributions would be to tailor a metamaterial using the requirements determined in this
study. The validation of the resulting metamaterial can be realized by replacing the
homogeneous shear layer by the shear layer metamaterial and comparing the structural
responses of the non-pneumatic wheel.
As an improvement to the current study, the future work can be focused towards
the determination of the metamaterial properties by exercising the Finite Element
Analysis to perform a dynamic simulation which imitates the rolling of a non-pneumatic
wheel on an uneven surface. However, the computational effort associated in performing
a similar study using this model would be demanding. Thus, the preliminary focus must
be towards the setup of a Process Integration and Design Optimization (PIDO)
environment on a high performance computing cluster, such as the Palmetto cluster at
Clemson University.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: PYTHON SCRIPT
This appendix presents the parametric non-pneumatic wheel model developed
using Python programming language. The structural Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of
the non-pneumatic wheel is performed by the execution of this script in Abaqus. The first
few lines of the script facilitate design configuration selection and assignment of
numerical value to the corresponding design variables. Arbitrary values are assigned for
the design variables in the following script.
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#######################################################################
##################
# Parametric model of a 2D Non-pneumatic wheel with homogeneous elastic
shear layer
#
# Developed by: Niranjan Thyagaraja
#
# Department of Mechanical Engineering
#
# Clemson University, 11-September-2010
#
# Inputs from: Balajee Ananthasayanam
#
#######################################################################
##################
# Notes:
1. Python script to determine material and geometric
properties of the Non-pneumatic wheel (~482 X 200 mm) at the global
level.
#
2. Shear layer can be modeled with Isotropic elastic or
Orthotropic elastic materials.
#
3. Aluminum-Alloy (7075-T6), Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) or
High strength steel (ANSI 4340) can be used for IIEM and OIEM
#
4. Load based model. Concentrated force is applied at the
center of the hub
#
5. Average contact Pressure (constraint), Maximum contact
pressure(constraint) and shear strain (objective) are the outputs
recorded
#
6. This script is executable in Abaqus.
from abaqus import *
from abaqusConstants import *
from caeModules import *
from odbAccess import *
from job import *
backwardCompatibility.setValues(reportDeprecated=False)
# DESIGN CONFIGURATION SETTINGS
########################################
slMaterialModel = 2
# 1. Isotropic Elastic 2.
Orthotropic Elastic
membraneMaterial = 1
# 1. Aluminum-Alloy (7075-T6)
2. Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) 3. High strength steel (ANSI 4340)
# DESIGN VARIABLE SETTINGS
#############################################
if slMaterialModel == 1:
# Set the following
parameters ONLY IF Isotropic Elastic material model is used for the
shear layer
shearLayerHeight = 12.0
# Shear Layer
thickness (4 to 12 mm)
IIEM_Thk = 1.0
# IIEM
thickness (0.1 to 1.0 mm)
OIEM_Thk = 1.0
# OIEM
thickness (0.1 to 1.0 mm)
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E_SL = 59.6
modulus of shear layer (0.6 to 59.6 MPa)
Nu_SL = 0.49
ratio of shear layer (-0.99 to 0.49)

# Young's
# Poisson's

if slMaterialModel == 2:
# Set the following
parameters ONLY IF Orthotropic Elastic material model is used for the
shear layer
shearLayerHeight = 10.2
# Shear Layer
thickness (4 to 12 mm)
IIEM_Thk = 1.0
# IIEM
thickness (0.1 to 1.0 mm)
OIEM_Thk = 0.75
# OIEM
thickness (0.1 to 1.0 mm)
E11_SL = 47.36
# E11 of shear
layer (1.0 to 750.0 MPa)
E22_SL = 24.11
# E22 of shear
layer (1.0 to 750.0 MPa)
Nu12_SL = 0.2571
# Nu12 of shear
layer (-0.99 to 0.99 MPa)
G12_SL = 12.71
# G12 of shear
layer (3 to 20 MPa)
G13_SL = 0.001
# These
correspond to transverse shear in the shear layer and they are kept
constant
G23_SL = 0.001
# CONSTANTS ######################################################
innerRingDia = 233.75*2.0
# mm
hubDia = 108.75*2
# mm
groundLength = 500
# mm
load = 3000
# N (specify only magnitude
without direction)
Tread_Thk = 2.0
# mm
fineEleSizeSLT = 1.0
# fine mesh size (mm) for shear
layer and tread obtained from mesh convergence study
coarseEleSizeSLT = 2.0
# coarse mesh size (mm) for
shear layer and tread obtained from mesh convergence study
treadAR = 1.0
# Tread element aspect ratio
slAR = 1.0
# Shear layer aspect ratio
seedIIEM = 1.0
# Mesh size (mm) for OIEM
seedOIEM = 1.0
# Mesh size for (mm) IIEM
# BUILDING GEOMETRY #############################################
outerRingDia=innerRingDia+2*shearLayerHeight+2*Tread_Thk
# mm
nonPneumaticWheelModel = mdb.Model(name='2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis', description='2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis with elastic
shear layer')
del mdb.models['Model-1']
# Constructing Ground part
#############################################
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
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sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
s.Line(point1=(-250, -outerRingDia/2.),
point2=(groundLength-250, -outerRingDia/2.))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Part(name='Ground',
dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,
type=DISCRETE_RIGID_SURFACE)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Ground']
p.BaseWire(sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
v, e, d, n = p.vertices, p.edges, p.datums, p.nodes
groundRefPt = p.ReferencePoint(point=p.InterestingPoint(edge=e[0],
rule=MIDDLE))
print 'Ground Part Generated'
# Constructing IIEM #################################################
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
s.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0,innerRingDia/2.))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Part(name='IIEM',
dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
p.BaseWire(sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=p)
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
k=[0,350,135,280,298,316,334,10,28,46,64,100,118,136,154,190,208,226,24
4]
param=[0.5,0.5,0.5,0.2,0.25,0.3333333333333333333,0.5,0.2,0.25,0.333333
3333333333333,0.5,0.2,0.25,0.3333333333333333333,0.5,0.2,0.25,0.3333333
333333333333,0.5]
x_co_ord=range(1)
y_co_ord=range(1)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
e = p.edges
for j in range(19):
x_co_ord = (innerRingDia/2.)*cos(k[j]*pi/180.)
y_co_ord = (innerRingDia/2.)*sin(k[j]*pi/180.)
chosen = e.findAt( (x_co_ord,y_co_ord,0), )
p.PartitionEdgeByParam(edges=chosen, parameter=param[j])
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['IIEM'].setValues(geometryRefinement=EXTRA_FINE)
print 'IIEM Part Generated'
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# Constructing OIEM ##################################################
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
s.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0,outerRingDia/2.+Tread_Thk))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Part(name='OIEM',
dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
p.BaseWire(sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=p)
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['OIEM'].setValues(geometryRefinement=EXTRA_FINE)
print 'OIEM Part Generated'
# Constructing Homogeneous Shear Layer
#########################################
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
s.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0,innerRingDia/2.))
s.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0,outerRingDia/2.+Tread_Thk))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Part(name='ShearLayer',
dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
p.BaseShell(sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=p)
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer'].setValues(geometryRefinement=EXTRA_FINE)
print 'Shear Layer Part Generated'
# Constructing Tread #########################################
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
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s.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0,outerRingDia/2.+Tread_Thk))
s.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0,outerRingDia/2.))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Part(name='Tread',
dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
p.BaseShell(sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=p)
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['Tread'].setValues(geometryRefinement=EXTRA_FINE)
print 'Tread Part Generated'
# Constructing Spoke
###################################################
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=200.0)
g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
s.Line(point1=(0, -innerRingDia/2.),
point2=(0, -hubDia/2.))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Part(name='Spoke',
dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
p.BaseWire(sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=p)
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['Spoke'].setValues(geometryRefinement=EXTRA_FINE)
print 'Spoke Part Generated'
# Create sets and surfaces
#################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
v = p.vertices
k=270
for i in range(20):
if k==360:
k=0
x_co_ord = (innerRingDia/2.)*cos(k*pi/180.)
y_co_ord = (innerRingDia/2.)*sin(k*pi/180.)
chosen = v.findAt(((x_co_ord,y_co_ord,0),), )
rep=str(i+1)
p.Set(vertices=chosen, name='Set-'+rep)
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k=k+18
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#fffff ]', ), )
p.Set(edges=edges, name='All')
s = p.edges
side1Edges = s.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#fffff ]', ), )
p.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges, name='Surf-outer')
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.Set(edges=edges, name='Spokes')
v = p.vertices
verts = v.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#2 ]', ), )
p.Set(vertices=verts, name='Inner')
verts = v.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.Set(vertices=verts, name='Outer')
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Ground']
r = p.referencePoints
refPoints=(r[2], )
p.Set(referencePoints=refPoints, name='RP_Ground')
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.Set(edges=edges, name='all')
s = p.edges
side1Edges = s.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges, name='Surf-outer')
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
s = p.edges
side1Edges = s.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges, name='Surf-inner')
side1Edges = s.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#2 ]', ), )
p.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges, name='Surf-outer')
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
s = p.edges
side1Edges = s.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges, name='Surf-inner')
side1Edges = s.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#2 ]', ), )
p.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges, name='Surf-outer')
# Create partitions in shear layer and Tread to accomodate corse and
fine mesh ################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
f, e, d = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums
t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f[0], sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1,
origin=(0.0,
0.0, 0.0))
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s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=1357.64, gridSpacing=33.94, transform=t)
g, v, d1, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)
s.Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(-outerRingDia/2., -outerRingDia/2.))
s.Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(outerRingDia/2., -outerRingDia/2.))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
f = p.faces
pickedFaces = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums
p.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
f, e, d = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums
t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f[0], sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1,
origin=(0.0,
0.0, 0.0))
s = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__',
sheetSize=1357.64, gridSpacing=33.94, transform=t)
g, v, d1, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints
s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)
s.Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(-outerRingDia/2., -outerRingDia/2.))
s.Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(outerRingDia/2., -outerRingDia/2.))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
f = p.faces
pickedFaces = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums
p.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=s)
s.unsetPrimaryObject()
del mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].sketches['__profile__']
# Instance Spokes ###################################################
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
a.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
a.Instance(name='Spoke-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
a.RadialInstancePattern(instanceList=('Spoke-1', ), point=(0.0, 0.0,
0.0),
axis=(0.0, 0.0, 1.0), number=20, totalAngle=360.0)
print 'Spoke Instances Generated'
# Instance Shear layer ################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
a.Instance(name='ShearLayer-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
print 'Shear Layer Instance Generated'
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# Instance Ground ##################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Ground']
a.Instance(name='Ground-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
print 'Ground Instance Generated'
# Instance OIEM ##################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
a.Instance(name='OIEM-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
# Instance IIEM ###################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
a.Instance(name='IIEM-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
print 'Reinforcement Instances Generated'
# Instance Tread ###################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
a.Instance(name='Tread-1', part=p, dependent=ON)
print 'Tread Instance Generated'
# ANALYSIS ROUTINE SETUP ##########################################
# Create Materials ##################################################
if membraneMaterial == 1:
E_membrane = 72000.0
Nu_membrane = 0.33
if membraneMaterial == 2:
E_membrane = 100000.0
Nu_membrane = 0.36
if membraneMaterial == 3:
E_membrane = 210000.0
Nu_membrane = 0.29
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Material(name='Membrane_material')
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].materials['Membrane_material'].Elastic(
table=((E_membrane, Nu_membrane), ))
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Material(name='Spoke_material')
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].materials['Spoke_material'].Elastic(
noCompression=ON, table=((36.0, 0.33), ))
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Material(name='Rubber_Tread')
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].materials['Rubber_Tread'].Hyperelastic(
testData=OFF, type=NEO_HOOKE, volumetricResponse=VOLUMETRIC_DATA,
table=((
0.75, 0.0), ))
if slMaterialModel == 1:
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Material(name='Elastic SL')
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mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].materials['Elastic
SL'].Elastic(
table=((E_SL, Nu_SL), ))
if slMaterialModel == 2:
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Material(name='Elastic SL')
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].materials['Elastic
SL'].Elastic(
type=LAMINA, table=((E11_SL, E22_SL, Nu12_SL, G12_SL,
G13_SL, G23_SL), ))
print 'Materials Generated'
# Create profiles #####################################################
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].RectangularProfile(name='IIEM', a=200.0,
b=IIEM_Thk)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].RectangularProfile(name='OIEM', a=200.0,
b=OIEM_Thk)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].RectangularProfile(name='Spoke', a=200.0,
b=2.5) # This is required only if Beam elements are used for the
spokes
# Create sections
######################################################
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].BeamSection(name='IIEM',
profile='IIEM',
integration=DURING_ANALYSIS, poissonRatio=0.0,
material='Membrane_material', temperatureVar=LINEAR)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].BeamSection(name='OIEM',
profile='OIEM',
integration=DURING_ANALYSIS, poissonRatio=0.0,
material='Membrane_material', temperatureVar=LINEAR)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].HomogeneousSolidSection(
name='Shear_band_section', material='Elastic SL', thickness=200.0)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].HomogeneousSolidSection(
name='Tread_section', material='Rubber_Tread', thickness=200.0)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].TrussSection(name='Spoke_truss',
material='Spoke_material', area=500.0)
print 'Sections Generated'
# Assign Sections
######################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#fffff ]', ), )
region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='IIEM', offset=0.0)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
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e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='OIEM', offset=0.0)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
f = p.faces
faces = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#3 ]', ), )
region = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces)
p.DatumCsysByThreePoints(name='Datum csys-1', coordSysType=CYLINDRICAL,
origin=(0.0, 0.0, 0.0), line1=(1.0, 0.0, 0.0), line2=(0.0, 1.0,
0.0))
orientation = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer'].datums[5]
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer'].MaterialOrientation(
region=region, orientationType=SYSTEM, localCsys=orientation,
fieldName='',
axis=AXIS_3, additionalRotationType=ROTATION_NONE, angle=0.0,
additionalRotationField='', stackDirection=STACK_3)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='Shear_band_section',
offset=0.0)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='Spoke_truss',
offset=0.0)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
f = p.faces
faces = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#3 ]', ), )
region = regionToolset.Region(faces=faces)
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='Tread_section',
offset=0.0)
print 'Sections Assigned'
# Define Beam Orientation
##################################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#fffff ]', ), )
region=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)
p.assignBeamSectionOrientation(region=region, method=N1_COSINES,
n1=(0.0, 0.0, -1.0))
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
region=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)
p.assignBeamSectionOrientation(region=region, method=N1_COSINES,
n1=(0.0, 0.0, -1.0))
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p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
region=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)
p.assignBeamSectionOrientation(region=region, method=N1_COSINES,
n1=(0.0, 0.0,-1.0))
# Define analysis step and request output
#########################################
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].StaticStep(name='Load_Hub',
previous='Initial', maxNumInc=1000, initialInc=1, minInc=1e-09,
maxInc=1)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].steps['Load_Hub'].setValues(
stabilizationMagnitude=0.0002,
stabilizationMethod=DISSIPATED_ENERGY_FRACTION,
continueDampingFactors=False, adaptiveDampingRatio=0.05, nlgeom=ON)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].fieldOutputRequests['FOutput-1'].setValues(
numIntervals=100)
print 'Analysis Steps Defined'
# Place reference point at Hub center
###########################################
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
e1 = a.instances['IIEM-1'].edges
a.ReferencePoint(point=a.instances['IIEM1'].InterestingPoint(edge=e1[0],
rule=CENTER))
r1 = a.referencePoints
refPoints1=(r1[52], )
a.Set(referencePoints=refPoints1, name='Hub_RP')
# Contact property ####################################################
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].ContactProperty('IntProp1')
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].interactionProperties['IntProp-1'].TangentialBehavior(
formulation=ROUGH)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].interactionProperties['IntProp-1'].NormalBehavior(
pressureOverclosure=HARD, allowSeparation=ON,
constraintEnforcementMethod=DEFAULT)
print 'Contact Property Defined'
# Contact constraint
###################################################
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
s1 = a.instances['Ground-1'].edges
side1Edges1 = s1.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
region1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=side1Edges1)
region2=a.instances['Tread-1'].surfaces['Surf-outer']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].SurfaceToSurfaceContactStd(
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name='Tread_Ground_contact', createStepName='Initial',
master=region1,
slave=region2, sliding=FINITE, interactionProperty='IntProp-1',
adjustMethod=OVERCLOSED, smooth=0.2, initialClearance=OMIT,
datumAxis=None,
clearanceRegion=None, tied=OFF)
print 'Ground Contact Defined'
# Create tied constraint between OIEM and Tread
##############################
region1=a.instances['OIEM-1'].surfaces['Surf-outer']
region2=a.instances['Tread-1'].surfaces['Surf-inner']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].Tie(name='Tie_OIEM_Tread',
master=region1, slave=region2, positionToleranceMethod=COMPUTED,
adjust=ON,
tieRotations=ON, thickness=ON)
# Create tied constraint between OIEM and Shear Layer
##############################
region1=a.instances['OIEM-1'].surfaces['Surf-outer']
region2=a.instances['ShearLayer-1'].surfaces['Surf-outer']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Tie(name='Tie_OIEM_ShearLayer',
master=region1, slave=region2, positionToleranceMethod=COMPUTED,
adjust=ON,
tieRotations=ON, thickness=ON)
# Create tied constraint between IIEM and Shear Layer
##############################
region1=a.instances['IIEM-1'].surfaces['Surf-outer']
region2=a.instances['ShearLayer-1'].surfaces['Surf-inner']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Tie(name='Tie_IIEM_ShearLayer',
master=region1, slave=region2, positionToleranceMethod=COMPUTED,
adjust=ON,
tieRotations=ON, thickness=ON)
# Tied constraint between Spokes and IIEM
#####################################
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
region1=a.instances['IIEM-1'].sets['Set-1']
region2=a.instances['Spoke-1'].sets['Outer']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Coupling(name='SpokeOut_IIEM-1',
controlPoint=region1, surface=region2,
influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE,
couplingType=KINEMATIC, localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=OFF)
k=2
for i in range(19):
sub=str(k)
region1=a.instances['IIEM-1'].sets['Set-'+sub]
region2=a.instances['Spoke-1-rad-'+sub].sets['Outer']
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mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Coupling(name='SpokeOut_IIEM-'+sub,
controlPoint=region1, surface=region2,
influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE,
couplingType=KINEMATIC, localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON,
ur3=OFF)
k=k+1
# Tied constraint between Hub and Spokes
#########################################
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
region1=a.sets['Hub_RP']
region2=a.instances['Spoke-1'].sets['Inner']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Coupling(name='SpokeInn_Hub-1',
controlPoint=region1, surface=region2,
influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE,
couplingType=KINEMATIC, localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=OFF)
k=2
for i in range(19):
sub=str(k)
region2=a.instances['Spoke-1-rad-'+sub].sets['Inner']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].Coupling(name='SpokeInn_Hub-'+sub,
controlPoint=region1, surface=region2,
influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE,
couplingType=KINEMATIC, localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON,
ur3=OFF)
k=k+1
print 'Tie Constraints Created'
# Mesh parts #####################################################
circumference=2*pi*outerRingDia/2.
circFineSeedNo=int(((0.25*circumference)/fineEleSizeSLT)/2.)
circCorseSeedNo=int((0.75*circumference)/coarseEleSizeSLT)
connectSeedSL=shearLayerHeight/(fineEleSizeSLT*slAR)
connectSeedSL=int(round(connectSeedSL))
connectSeedTread=Tread_Thk/(fineEleSizeSLT*treadAR)
connectSeedTread=int(round(connectSeedTread))
if connectSeedSL < 1:
connectSeedSL = 1
if connectSeedTread < 1:
connectSeedTread = 1
# Meshing Shear Layer ##############################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['ShearLayer']
e = p.edges
ang = 45. * (pi/180.)
e1 = e.findAt(( cos(ang)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight/2.),
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-cos(ang)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight/2.),0),)
e2 = e.findAt(( -cos(ang)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight/2.),
-cos(ang)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight/2.),0),)
pickedEdges = e[e1.index:e1.index+1] + e[e2.index:e2.index+1]
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=connectSeedSL,
constraint=FIXED)
ang1 = 22.5 * (pi/180.)
ang2 = 67.5 * (pi/180.)
e1 = e.findAt(( cos(ang2)*(innerRingDia/2.),
-cos(ang1)*(innerRingDia/2.),0),)
e2 = e.findAt(( -cos(ang2)*(innerRingDia/2.),
-cos(ang1)*(innerRingDia/2.),0),)
e3 = e.findAt(( cos(ang2)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight),
-cos(ang1)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight),0),)
e4 = e.findAt(( -cos(ang2)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight),
-cos(ang1)*(innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight),0),)
pickedEdges = e[e1.index:e1.index+1] + e[e2.index:e2.index+1]
pickedEdges = pickedEdges + e[e3.index:e3.index+1] +
e[e4.index:e4.index+1]
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=circFineSeedNo,
constraint=FIXED)
e1 = e.findAt(( 0,innerRingDia/2.,0),)
e2 = e.findAt(( 0,innerRingDia/2.+shearLayerHeight,0),)
pickedEdges = e[e1.index:e1.index+1] + e[e2.index:e2.index+1]
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=circCorseSeedNo,
constraint=FIXED)
f = p.faces
pickedRegions = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#3 ]', ), )
p.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions, elemShape=QUAD,
technique=STRUCTURED)
elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=CPS4, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
faces = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#3 ]', ), )
pickedRegions =(faces, )
p.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions, elemTypes=(elemType1,
elemType1))
p.generateMesh()
# Meshing Tread ##############################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Tread']
e = p.edges
ang = 45. * (pi/180.)
e1 = e.findAt(( cos(ang)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk/2.),
-cos(ang)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk/2.),0),)
e2 = e.findAt(( -cos(ang)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk/2.),
-cos(ang)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk/2.),0),)
pickedEdges = e[e1.index:e1.index+1] + e[e2.index:e2.index+1]
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=connectSeedTread,
constraint=FIXED)
ang1 = 22.5 * (pi/180.)
ang2 = 67.5 * (pi/180.)
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e1 = e.findAt(( cos(ang2)*(outerRingDia/2.),
-cos(ang1)*(outerRingDia/2.),0),)
e2 = e.findAt(( -cos(ang2)*(outerRingDia/2.),
-cos(ang1)*(outerRingDia/2.),0),)
e3 = e.findAt(( cos(ang2)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk),
-cos(ang1)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk),0),)
e4 = e.findAt(( -cos(ang2)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk),
-cos(ang1)*(outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk),0),)
pickedEdges = e[e1.index:e1.index+1] + e[e2.index:e2.index+1]
pickedEdges = pickedEdges + e[e3.index:e3.index+1] +
e[e4.index:e4.index+1]
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=circFineSeedNo,
constraint=FIXED)
e1 = e.findAt(( 0,outerRingDia/2.,0),)
e2 = e.findAt(( 0,outerRingDia/2.-Tread_Thk,0),)
pickedEdges = e[e1.index:e1.index+1] + e[e2.index:e2.index+1]
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=circCorseSeedNo,
constraint=FIXED)
f = p.faces
pickedRegions = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#3 ]', ), )
p.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions, elemShape=QUAD,
technique=STRUCTURED)
elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=CPS4, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
faces = f.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#3 ]', ), )
pickedRegions =(faces, )
p.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions, elemTypes=(elemType1,
elemType1))
p.generateMesh()
# Meshing remaining parts ###########################################
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Ground']
p.seedPart(size=3.0, deviationFactor=0.1)
elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=R2D2, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
pickedRegions =(edges, )
p.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions, elemTypes=(elemType1, ))
p.generateMesh()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['IIEM']
p.seedPart(size=seedIIEM, deviationFactor=0.1)
elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=B21, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#fffff ]', ), )
pickedRegions =(edges, )
p.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions, elemTypes=(elemType1, ))
p.generateMesh()
p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['OIEM']
p.seedPart(size=seedOIEM, deviationFactor=0.1)
p.generateMesh()
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p = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].parts['Spoke']
e = p.edges
pickedEdges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
p.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=1)
elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=T2D2, elemLibrary=STANDARD)
e = p.edges
edges = e.getSequenceFromMask(mask=('[#1 ]', ), )
pickedRegions =(edges, )
p.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions, elemTypes=(elemType1, ))
p.generateMesh()
print 'All parts Meshed'
# Define Loads and Boundary conditions
#########################################
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
r1 = a.instances['Ground-1'].referencePoints
refPoints1=(r1[2], )
region = regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].DisplacementBC(name='DispRgdSurf',
createStepName='Initial', region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, ur3=SET,
amplitude=UNSET, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='',
localCsys=None)
r1 = a.referencePoints
refPoints1=(r1[52], )
region = regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].DisplacementBC(name='fixBase',
createStepName='Initial', region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, ur3=SET,
amplitude=UNSET, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='',
localCsys=None)
region = a.sets['Hub_RP']
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].ConcentratedForce(name='Load',
createStepName='Load_Hub', region=region, cf2=-load,
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', localCsys=None)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].boundaryConditions['fixBase'].setValuesInStep(
stepName='Load_Hub', u2=FREED)
print 'Loads and Boundary Conditions Generated'
# Introducing initial stresses in spokes
#########################################
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel
Analysis'].keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False)
mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].keywordBlock.replace(379,
"""
**
** PREDEFINED FIELDS
**
** Name: InitTemp
Type: Stress
*Initial Conditions, type=stress, UNBALANCED STRESS=STEP
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Spoke-1.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-2.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-3.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-4.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-5.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-6.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-7.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-8.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-9.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-10.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-11.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-12.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-13.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-14.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-15.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-16.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-17.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-18.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-19.Spokes, 0.72
Spoke-1-rad-20.Spokes, 0.72
**
** STEP: Load_Hub
** """)
a = mdb.models['2D NonPneumaticWheel Analysis'].rootAssembly
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=a)
# Create job and submit for analysis
############################################
job= mdb.Job(name='2DnonPneumaticWheelAnalysis', model='2D
NonPneumaticWheel Analysis', type=ANALYSIS,
explicitPrecision=SINGLE, nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
description='',
parallelizationMethodExplicit=DOMAIN, multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT,
numDomains=1, userSubroutine='', numCpus=1, memory=50,
memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, scratch='', echoPrint=OFF, modelPrint=OFF,
contactPrint=OFF, historyPrint=OFF)
job.submit()
job.waitForCompletion(900)
# Access odb file and compute necessary values for optimization
#############################
odb = session.openOdb(name='2DnonPneumaticWheelAnalysis.odb')
# MAX. and AVG. CONTACT PRESSURE
writefile1 = open('contactP.txt','w')
# output file with contact
pressure values and corresponding node numbers
lastFrame = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[-1]
contactPressure=lastFrame.fieldOutputs['CPRESS']
fieldValues=contactPressure.values
number=0
sum=0
maxCP=0
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for v in fieldValues:
if v.data != 0:
n=str(v.nodeLabel)
cp=str(v.data)
sum=sum+v.data
number=number+1
writefile1.write('%s\t%s\n'%(n,cp))
if v.data > maxCP:
maxCP = v.data
maxCP = (maxCP)/200.
avgContactP=(sum/number)/200.
(constraint)
writefile1.flush()
writefile1.close()

# Maximum contact pressure
# Average contact pressure in MPa

# MAX. STRAIN IN THE SHEAR LAYER
writefile2 = open('strainRawSet.txt','w')
# output file with
strain values (in shear layer) and corresponding element numbers
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['SHEARLAYER-1']
strainValues = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['LE'].getSubset(region=instance).values
maxStr=0
maxStrEle=0
maxStrainArray=[]
for v in strainValues:
n=str(v.elementLabel)
strain=str(v.data[3])
# v.data[3] corresponds
to LE12 (shear strain)
writefile2.write('%s\t%s\n'%(n,strain))
if v.data[3] > maxStr:
maxStr = v.data[3]
# Maximum strain value
(objective)
maxStrEle = v.elementLabel
#
corresponding element ID
writefile2.flush()
writefile2.close()
# MAX. STRESS IN THE OIEM
writefile3 = open('stressRawSetoiem.txt','w')
# output file with
stress values (in OIEM) and corresponding element numbers
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['OIEM-1']
stressValues1 = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['S'].getSubset(region=instance).values
maxStrs1=0
maxStrsEle1=0
for v in stressValues1:
n=str(v.elementLabel)
stress=str(v.mises)
writefile3.write('%s\t%s\n'%(n,stress))
if v.mises > maxStrs1:
maxStrs1 = v.mises
# Maximum stress in
OIEM (constraint)
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maxStrsEle1 = v.elementLabel

#

corresponding element ID
writefile3.flush()
writefile3.close()
# MAX. STRESS IN THE IIEM
writefile4 = open('stressRawSetiiem.txt','w')
# output file with
stress values (in IIEM) and corresponding element numbers
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['IIEM-1']
stressValues2 = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['S'].getSubset(region=instance).values
maxStrs2=0
maxStrsEle2=0
for v in stressValues2:
n=str(v.elementLabel)
stress=str(v.mises)
writefile4.write('%s\t%s\n'%(n,stress))
if v.mises > maxStrs2:
maxStrs2 = v.mises
# Maximum stress in
IIEM (constraint)
maxStrsEle2 = v.elementLabel
#
corresponding element ID
writefile4.flush()
writefile4.close()
# MAX. STRESS IN THE SPOKES
writefile5 = open('stressRawSetSpoke.txt','w')
# output file with
stress values (in spokes) and corresponding element numbers
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['SPOKE-1']
stressValues3 = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['S'].getSubset(region=instance).values
maxStrs3=0
maxStrsEle3=0
for v in stressValues3:
n=str(1)
stress=str(v.mises)
writefile5.write('%s\t%s\n'%(n,stress))
if v.mises > maxStrs3:
maxStrs3 = v.mises
# Maximum stress in spoke
(constraint)
for i in range(19):
rep=str(i+2)
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['SPOKE-1-RAD-'+rep]
stressValues3 = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['S'].getSubset(region=instance).values
for v in stressValues3:
stress=str(v.mises)
writefile5.write('%s\t%s\n'%(rep,stress))
if v.mises > maxStrs3:
maxStrs3 = v.mises
# Maximum stress in
spoke (constraint)
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writefile5.flush()
writefile5.close()
# MAX. STRESS IN THE TREAD
writefile6 = open('stressRawSetTread.txt','w')
# output file with
stress values (in Tread) and corresponding element numbers
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['TREAD-1']
stressValues4 = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['S'].getSubset(region=instance).values
maxStrs4=0
maxStrsEle4=0
for v in stressValues4:
n=str(v.elementLabel)
stress=str(v.mises)
writefile6.write('%s\t%s\n'%(n,stress))
if v.mises > maxStrs4:
maxStrs4 = v.mises
# Maximum stress in
Tread (constraint)
maxStrsEle4 = v.elementLabel
#
corresponding element ID
writefile6.flush()
writefile6.close()
# HUB DISPLACEMENT
displacementValues = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['U'].values
for v in displacementValues:
hubDisp=str(abs(v.data[1]))
break
# REACTION FORCE
maxRF=0
instance = odb.rootAssembly.instances['GROUND-1']
rfValues = odb.steps['Load_Hub'].frames[1].fieldOutputs['RF'].getSubset(region=instance).values
for v in rfValues:
if v.data[1] > maxRF:
maxRF = v.data[1]
# Ground reaction force
odb.close()
# OUTPUT FILE
writefile7 = open('output.txt','w')
# output file with required
information
writefile7.write('%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n'%(str(maxStr),st
r(avgContactP),str(maxCP),str(maxStrs1),str(maxStrs2),str(maxStrs3),str
(maxStrs4),str(hubDisp),str(maxRF)))
writefile7.flush()
writefile7.close()
print 'End Of Program'
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB SCRIPT
The following Matlab script is used to extract response values from the output.txt
file generated at the end of Python script execution within modeFrontier environment.

% Extract response values from output.txt
load output.txt;

% Read output.txt file

maxStrainSL = output(1,1);

% Maximum shear strain in the SL

avgCP = output(2,1);

% Average contact pressure (MPa)

maxCP = output(3,1);

% Maximum contact pressure (MPa)

maxStressOIEM = output(4,1);

% Maximum stress in OIEM (MPa)

maxStressIIEM = output(5,1);

% Maximum stress in IIEM (MPa)

maxStressSpoke = output(6,1);

% Maximum stress in Spoke (MPa)

maxStressTread = output(7,1);

% Maximum stress in Tread (MPa)

hubDisplacement = output(8,1);

% Hub displacement (mm)

groundRF = output(9,1);

% Ground reaction force (N)
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